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Europeana.eu
● An initiative from the European Union
● Publishes 52M digitized objects
● Using metadata from 4,000 libraries, archives and museums in 44 countries



USE CASES FROM OUR MULTILINGUAL STRATEGY

● Navigate the Europeana website

● Read editorial content

● Read item text

● Search Europeana

MULTILINGUAL EXPERIENCE AT EUROPEANA

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/europeana-dsi-4-multilingual-strategy


MULTILINGUAL STRATEGY

User on a 
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Multilingual 
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slide adapted from Paolo Scalia
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● Full translation coverage of 24 official EU 
languages (+Basque)

● We release new UI features every two 
weeks which need to be translated

● Professional/volunteer translation requires 
time and/or money and/or motivation

WEBSITE (UI) TRANSLATION

● We use automated translation services to 
save time and money 

● When in doubt we validate the 
translations with native speakers

● Partners submit translation updates via 
the feedback button and email

Scope and obstacles: Approach:

slide adapted from Dasha Moskalenko



● Asking volunteers to translate 
virtual exhibitions, etc.

● Exhibitions published in more 
than one language increased 
from 50% to 64%

TRANSLATION OF EDITORIAL CONTENT

slide adapted from Douglas McCarthy



VIEW ITEM METADATA IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

Enable users of the website to translate on the fly the metadata 
description of an item to their language of choice 

● For all 24 official EU languages

● Using real-time translation service (Google for now) 

ITEM PAGE TRANSLATION
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MULTILINGUAL SEARCH

● This pilot is meant to help test translation of search queries

● Validating implementation for one language allows us to put 
aside some issues raised by multilinguality on the entire process

E.g. no translation of metadata to English

● It enables us to focus work on some components and get 
something visible for them much earlier

SPANISH SEARCH PILOT





SPANISH SEARCH PILOT
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EVALUATION

● Queries: sample of 300 queries taken from the Europeana Spanish 
portal between 1st December 2020 and 28th February 2021

● Collection: snapshot of the Metadata collection (62 million 
documents), 17.5% documents in English, 5.5% in Spanish (according 
to edm:language, language of the provider)

● Annotation: manual assessment of results obtained with sample  
(query language, quality identification language, quality translation, 
and relevance of unique search results obtained in top ten positions)

SPANISH SEARCH PILOT



REAL-TIME IDENTIFICATION OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE QUERY

● Implementation: Google Cloud Translation API

● Evaluation: assessment language of the query, language 
identified by Google, quality translation

○ Q1. Can we assume that the language of the query is Spanish when 
using the Spanish portal?

○ Q2. What is the effectiveness of the language identification service 
offered by Google?

○ Q3. What is the impact on translation?

SPANISH SEARCH PILOT



LANGUAGE
Q1. LANGUAGE SPANISH?

With that assumption 
we would have:

● 33% success
● 21% error
● Unclear in remaining 46%

LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION
Q2. AUTOMATIC 
IDENTIFICATION 
EFFECTIVENESS?

● 58% success
● 4% error
● Unclear remaining 38%

Q3. IMPACT ON 
TRANSLATION

● Less than 1 percentage point 
● However, an accurate 

identification may be relevant 
for other tasks

Better results with Google language identification but no high 
impact on translation quality compared with assuming Spanish 

as source language. 



REAL-TIME TRANSLATION OF THE QUERY

● Implementation: Google Cloud Translation API

● Evaluation: comparison Google Cloud Translation API, and 
eTranslation

○ Q4. What is the most effective system?

SPANISH SEARCH PILOT



TRANSLATION
Q4. GOOGLE VS 
ETRANSLATION

● Google is 20% more 
effective than 
eTranslation, with 
an effectiveness 
rate of 73%

ok wrong unclear error % ok

Google auto 220 47 33 - 73.3

eTranslation auto 159 80 23 38 53

Using Google for the identification 
of the language (eTranslation 
does not provide that service). 

TRANSLATION

Google Translation is more effective than eTranslation for 
translating queries. 



CONSTRUCTION OF MULTILINGUAL QUERY & SEARCH

● Implementation: (original query) OR (translated query)

● Evaluation: comparing search results (original query vs multilingual query)

○ Q5. Difference in number of results (potential Recall)

○ Q6. More documents in English top ten positions?

○ Q7. Difference in Precision at 10 (P@10)

○ Q8. Effect of typos, ambiguity and non-translatable entities in queries in P@10

SPANISH SEARCH PILOT

carteles de la guerra civil NOT 
“National Library of Spain” 

(carteles de la guerra civil NOT “National Library of Spain”) 
OR 

(civil war posters NOT “National Library of Spain”)



Q5. NUMBER OF RESULTS

● More results in 35.7% of 
the queries, with an 
average of 17015 new 
documents found

● Queries with zero results 
reduced by 3%, but 
results were not relevant

● 78% not affected
● 14% negative impact
● 8% positive impact
● Average: -0.026 

More results in total, with more English documents in top ten positions. We lose on 
average one document that is relevant in the top ten for one query out of four.

Q7. PRECISIONQ6. MULTILINGUAL GAIN

● 10% more queries with at 
least 1 document in 
English (33% to 43%)

● Increase of 0.41 
documents in English per 
query (1.43 to 1.84)

MULTILINGUAL SEARCH



Q8. EFFECT OF TYPOS

Queries with typos or that are not 
understandable. E.g.,  Julia Quin instead of Julia 
Quinn, Angel Pardo yPuzo instead of Angel Pardo 
y Puzo, HIPODAIA, ungaro

● 5% queries
● No clear effect found on 

translation quality
● No significant impact in 

ΔP@10 (P-value = 0.5821)

MULTILINGUAL SEARCH

These queries maintain the relevance of the top ten results, but the effect is not significant.



Q8. EFFECT OF AMBIGUITY

Queries that can have different translations 
depending on the intention of the user. E.g., granada 
could be a Spanish city but also a Latin American 
city, a country and island, or even a fruit; CUEVA 
PINTADA can be an archaeological park with that 
name or a general painted cave; historia can refer to 
history or a story. 

● 9% queries
● Significant impact in ΔP@10 

(P-value =  0.003378)

MULTILINGUAL SEARCH

These queries decrease or maintain the relevance of the top ten results, and the effect is significant.



Q8. EFFECT OF ENTITIES

Queries with entities that should not be 
translated. E.g., Juan Gris can not be translated as 
John Gray, or Antonio Sordi as Antonio Deaf. Also 
book titles when there is no English translation 
available or they are in English.

● At least 51% queries
● Most of Google’s wrong translations come 

from queries containing entities
● Significant impact in ΔP@10 (P-value = 

0.04785)

MULTILINGUAL SEARCH

These queries mainly decrease or maintain the relevance of the top ten results, and the effect 
is significant.



SUMMARY
● Promising results
● Google more effective than assuming language of the portal for the 

identification of the language of the queries
● Google more effective than eTranslation for the translation of the queries
● Ambiguity: transparency, more options to the user to limit the results to 

specific fields or topics
● Entities: use of controlled vocabularies
● Increase precision: routing multilingual query to fields in specific 

languages, better enrichment

SPANISH SEARCH PILOT



Read editorial 
content

Navigate the 
Europeana 
website

Search EuropeanaRead item text

Users can benefit 
from translation 
of UI in their own 
language (24 EU 
official languages 
+ Basque)

Always require 
adaptation to new 
features and to 
feedback

Users of the 
Europeana website 
have access to more 
and more editorials in 
their own languages. 

Percentage of 
exhibitions published 
in more than one 
language increased 
from 50% to 64%.

Users of the website 
can  translate on the 
fly the metadata 
description of an item 
in their language of 
choice.  

COMING 
OCTOBER 2021

With the Spanish 
search pilot, a user 
searching the Spanish 
version of Europeana 
will obtain more 
results described in 
English next to the 
Spanish ones. 

COMING 
QUARTER 4 2021

CONCLUSIONS: PROGRESS AGAINST USE CASES

slide adapted from Valentine Charles



CONCLUSIONS: COMING WORK

● Continuing all the "ongoing" tasks...

● Tests and evaluations

○ Further test item page and Spanish search with users

○ Later, test in other portals

● Work on underlying data

○ Implement indicators for actions on making underlying data more multilingual

○ Normalization of language info - and more language detection

○ Translation of metadata to English: Europeana Translate project (ongoing)

Aligned corpora from the CH domain are very welcome!

https://pro.europeana.eu/project/europeana-translate


The Chinese Market, 1767 - 1769, Rijksmuseum, Netherlands, Public domain
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